
1. Introduction
Oceanic deep convection and the associated deep water formation are key processes for regional to global 
climate variability, since they largely control the oceans uptake and storage of heat and trace gases such as 
CO2 (e.g., Rhein et al., 2017) and alter the structure and strength of the global overturning circulation (Kuhl-
brodt & Griesel, 2007; Rhein et al., 2011). Moreover, deep convective mixing enables the transfer of oxygen 
and organic as well as inorganic matter from the well-ventilated euphotic zone to the deep ocean, and also 
brings nutrients toward the surface (Severin et al., 2014), thereby largely shaping oceanic ecosystems.

Abstract Deep convection and associated deep water formation are key processes for climate 
variability, since they impact the oceanic uptake of heat and trace gases and alter the structure and 
strength of the global overturning circulation. For long, deep convection in the subpolar North Atlantic 
was thought to be confined to the central Labrador Sea in the western subpolar gyre (SPG). However, 
there is increasing observational evidence that deep convection also has occurred in the eastern SPG south 
of Cape Farewell and in the Irminger Sea, in particular, in 2015–2018. Here we assess this recent event 
in the context of the temporal evolution of spatial deep convection patterns in the SPG since the mid-
twentieth century, using realistic eddy-rich ocean model simulations. These reveal a large interannual 
variability with changing contributions of the eastern SPG to the total deep convection volume. Notably, 
in the late 1980s to early 1990s, the period with highest deep convection intensity in the Labrador Sea 
related to a persistent positive phase of the North Atlantic Oscillation, the relative contribution of the 
eastern SPG was small. In contrast, in 2015–2018, deep convection occurred with an unprecedented large 
relative contribution of the eastern SPG. This is partly linked to a smaller north-westward extent of deep 
convection in the Labrador Sea compared to previous periods of intensified deep convection, and may be a 
first fingerprint of freshening trends in the Labrador Sea potentially associated with enhanced Greenland 
melting and the oceanic advection of the 2012–2016 eastern North Atlantic fresh anomaly.

Plain Language Summary The subpolar North Atlantic is one of the few oceanic regions 
where deep convection occurs, a process by which surface waters become dense enough to mix 
downwards. Thereby, heat and carbon dioxide are transported into the deep ocean, helping to slow global 
warming. For long, deep convection in the subpolar North Atlantic was thought to be confined to the 
central Labrador Sea. However, recently, deep convection was also observed in the Irminger Sea. In this 
study, we use ocean model simulations to reconstruct when and where deep convection occurred since 
the mid-twentieth century. Our simulations show a large variability in strength and spatial patterns of 
deep convection, with changing relative importance of the Labrador and Irminger Seas. Most notably, 
in the mid 2010's, deep convection shifted eastwards, so that the relative importance of the Irminger Sea 
and Labrador Sea were anomalously large and small, respectively. Freshening trends in the Labrador Sea 
suggest that this shift partially resulted from enhanced melting of Greenland's glaciers and changes in 
the North Atlantic circulation. Our results stress the need for monitoring and correctly modeling deep 
convection variability in the Labrador and Irminger Seas to better understand and predict the looming 
impact of future Greenland melting.
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The subpolar North Atlantic constitutes one of the few oceanic regions where deep convection occurs in 
the open ocean, due to favorable wintertime conditions consisting of a generally weak interior stratification 
and a cyclonic subpolar gyre (SPG) circulation (associated with doming isopycnals that bring the weakly 
stratified waters closer to the surface), combined with strong sea-air buoyancy fluxes induced by cold and 
dry westerly winds (Lab Sea Group, 1998; Marshall & Schott, 1999). The associated convective turbulence 
allows for regional wintertime mixed layer depths (MLD) deeper than 1000 m, while MLDs in most other 
oceanic regions are mainly determined by mechanical turbulence driven by wind-stress and on average re-
main shallower than 150 m (de Boyer Montégut et al, 2004). As a consequence, the subpolar North Atlantic 
greatly impacts the characteristics of the intermediate and deep waters of the whole Atlantic basin. On the 
one hand, it enables the local formation of Labrador Sea Water (LSW). On the other hand, it facilitates the 
transformation of transiting deep waters formed in the Nordic Seas, such as Iceland-Scotland Overflow 
Water and Denmark Strait Overflow Water through mixing with the overlaying LSW. The resulting water 
masses, which are eventually exported southward via the Deep Western Boundary Current and interior 
pathways, are comprehensively referred to as North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) and form the lower limb 
of the upper cell of the global overturning circulation in the Atlantic, that is, the Atlantic Meridional Over-
turning Circulation (AMOC).

In the scientific discussion around ongoing anthropogenic climate change, deep convection in the subpolar 
North Atlantic has received particular attention for at least two reasons. First, it contributes to the ocean's 
ability to slow down global warming through the massive uptake and deep storage of excess heat and an-
thropogenic CO2 (e.g., Sabine et al., 2004; Terenzi et al., 2007). Second, deep convection in the subpolar 
North Atlantic is projected to weaken in the course of global warming, for instance, due to increased surface 
freshwater input as a result of Greenland Ice Sheet melting, which in turn could cause a weakening of the 
AMOC (e.g., Bakker et al., 2016; Böning et al., 2016).

Longer-term climate trends in deep convection intensity in the subpolar North Atlantic are however super-
imposed, and hence masked, by interannual-to-decadal variability. The North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), 
an index for fluctuations in the strength of the atmospheric pressure gradient between the Azores High and 
the Icelandic Low (Hurrell & Deser, 2010; Hurrell et al., 2001), is considered the main driver for subpolar 
deep convection variability on these timescales (Dickson et al., 1996; Lazier, 1980; Ortega et al., 2017). Dur-
ing phases in which the NAO index is positive, westerly winds over the North Atlantic between 40°N and 
60°N are particularly strong and lead to more frequent as well as more severe outbreaks of cold and dry 
air from the North American continent. Subsequently, wintertime heat loss over the SPG is increased, sea 
surface temperatures are decreased, and the potential for deep convection is enhanced. In addition to this 
direct NAO response, deep convection variability in the SPG also shows indirect and lagged responses to 
NAO variability with partially competing effects on upper-ocean buoyancy and water column stability in 
the subpolar North Atlantic (e.g., Visbeck et al., 2003). These responses involve changes in local and remote 
sea ice cover (Deser et al., 2000), as well as changes in the strength and size of the SPG, that in turn impact 
the advection of cold and fresh waters from polar regions versus salty and warm waters from the subtropics 
(Bersch et al., 2007; Curry & McCartney, 2001; Koul et al., 2020; Lohmann et al., 2009; Sarafanov, 2009). A 
positive NAO is generally associated with enlarged sea-ice cover in the Labrador Sea, as well as a stronger 
and eastward extended SPG, that results in a more pronounced doming of isopycnals and the retreat of sub-
tropical waters. The enlarged sea-ice cover in the shelf area locally provides an insulating effect, thereby re-
ducing ocean-to-air heat transfer over the shelf and resulting in even colder air outbreaks over the potential 
deep convection regions in the interior Labrador Sea and corresponding stronger oceanic heat loss (Schulze 
et al., 2016). The retreat of subtropical waters enhances the cooling associated with a positive NAO, but also 
introduces a partially compensating freshening effect in the SPG. This emphasizes an overall dominant role 
of upper ocean temperature over salinity changes for deep convection variability in the SPG on the associat-
ed timescales (Yashayaev & Loder, 2016). Yet, there have been several major surface freshwater disturbances 
in the SPG, some of which were associated with a temporary shutdown of deep convection (e.g., Gelderloos 
et al., 2012). These so-called great salinity anomalies (GSAs) were remotely driven by anomalously high 
sea-ice export from the Arctic via Fram Strait and the East Greenland Current or through Baffin Bay, and 
occurred in the SPG in the late 1960s to early 1970s, early 1980s, and late 1980s to early 1990s (Belkin, 2004; 
Belkin et al., 1998; Dickson et al., 1988; Haak et al., 2003). This indicates that deep convection variability in 
the SPG can be impacted by upper ocean salinity changes not necessarily directly related to NAO variability. 
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Atmospheric as well as oceanic circulation patterns and hence air-sea buoyancy fluxes as well as heat and 
freshwater advection can be additionally modulated by other modes of climate variability. For example, 
the recent (2012–2016) freshening event in the eastern North Atlantic, which has been the largest for the 
last 120 years (Holliday et al., 2020), is expected to presently arrive in the western North Atlantic with yet 
unforeseen implications for deep convection.

For a long time, it has been the prevailing view that deep convection in the subpolar North Atlantic predom-
inantly occurs in the western SPG in a relatively confined region in the Labrador Sea, hereafter referred to as 
the primary deep convection region (Yashayaev, 2007). However, there were early reports (e.g., Nansen, 1912) 
and a recently increasing number of publications suggesting at least sporadic deep convection also in the 
eastern SPG south of Cape Farewell and in the Irminger Sea, hereafter referred to as the secondary deep 
convection regions (Bacon et al., 2003; de Jong et al., 2012, 2018; Falina et al., 2007; Fröb et al., 2016; Kieke 
& Yashayaev, 2015; Martin & Moore, 2007; Paquin et al., 2016; Pickart, Spall, et al., 2003; Pickart, Straneo, 
et al., 2003; Pickart et al., 2008; Piron et al., 2016, 2017; Sarafanov, 2009; Sarafanov et al., 2018; Sproson 
et al., 2008; Våge et al., 2008, 2009; Zunino et al., 2020). In particular, analyses based on Argo data indicate 
that after a period with mainly low deep convection activity in the 2000s and early 2010s, deep convection 
resumed in 2015–2018 at the gyre-scale (Piron et al., 2017; Zunino et al., 2020). Some authors suggested 
that the occurrence of deep convection in the secondary convection regions may be favored by extreme-
ly high NAO conditions such as in the early 1990s (Sarafanov,  2009; Sarafanov et  al.,  2018). Individual 
deep convection events in the secondary convection regions have been related to local high-frequency wind 
events (Pickart et al., 2008), for example, Greenland tip-jets (de Jong et al., 2018; Pickart, Spall, et al., 2003; 
Våge et al., 2008) and reverse tip-jets (Martin & Moore, 2007), cold-air outbreaks from the Labrador coast 
(Sproson et al., 2008), as well as favorable preconditioning through oceanic advection processes (de Jong 
et al., 2018; Zunino et al., 2020), some of which may be related to the current state of the NAO (Pickart, 
Spall, et al., 2003), while others seem to represent independent and/or more local drivers. The exact spa-
tio-temporal patterns of deep convection in the Labrador and Irminger Seas further depend on the activity 
of mesoscale eddies and filaments that can modify preconditioning as well as restratification processes (e.g., 
de Jong et al., 2018; Rieck et al., 2019) and may even be impacted by submesoscale processes (Pennelly & 
Myers, 2020; Tagklis et al., 2020).

In short, a complex interplay of a multitude of factors in the ocean-atmosphere-cryosphere system deter-
mine when and where deep convection occurs in the subpolar North Atlantic. Due to its complexity, and 
despite intense research in the field (Kieke & Yashayaev, 2015), the nature of deep convection variability 
in the subpolar North Atlantic is still not fully understood and hard to predict (e.g., Våge et al., 2009). In 
particular, it is not clear how often and to what spatial extent deep convection and associated deep water 
formation occur outside the primary deep convection region in the central Labrador Sea, that is, in the 
secondary deep convection regions south of Cape Farewell and in the Irminger Sea. Challenges that need 
to be overcome are: (i) limited spatio-temporal observational data coverage, which impedes accurate esti-
mates of regional variations in the annual spatial extent and mean depth of deep convection in the different 
sub-regions, as well as (ii) difficulties in adequately representing deep convection characteristics in ocean 
model simulations, which requires a high oceanic grid resolution (at least mesoscale eddy resolving) and 
up-to-date high-resolution atmospheric forcing. Optimally, the latter is capturing both, recent trends in the 
fresh-water forcing, including increasing runoff and solid discharge from the Greenland Ice Sheet since the 
mid-1990s (e.g., Bamber et al., 2018), and high-frequency wind events (e.g., Oltmanns et al., 2014).

With this work, we aim at putting the recent observations of gyre-scale intensified convection in 2015–2018 
into a broader spatio-temporal context. We assess the temporal evolution of the spatial deep convection 
pattern in the subpolar North Atlantic since the mid-twentieth century by employing hindcast simulations 
with the mesoscale eddy-rich ocean/sea-ice model configuration VIKING20X under the established CORE 
and novel up-to-date JRA55-do atmospheric forcing, and compare our simulation-based results to ARGO 
observations and previously published literature. Since the process of deep convection itself occurs on very 
small spatial and temporal scales (e.g., Lab Sea Group, 1998; Marshall & Schott, 1999), it is parametrized in 
the model and hardly captured by observations. Therefore, we analyze deep convection by its impact on the 
MLD. A focus is set on the quantification and explanation of changes in the depth and particularly also the 
spatial extent of deep convection in the Labrador Sea, south of Cape Farewell, and in the Irminger Sea, as 
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well as the resulting relative contributions to the total annual deep convection volume of the subpolar North 
Atlantic and associated thermohaline property changes. Our analyses reveal the novelty of the 2015–2018 
deep convection pattern and identify first fingerprints of near-surface freshening trends potentially related 
to the melting of the Greenland ice sheet as well as to the recent eastern North Atlantic fresh anomaly.

The paper is organized as follows: Sections 2.1 and 2.2 describe the employed model simulations and ARGO 
observations along with the respective MLD diagnostics. Section 2.3 explains the deep convection metrics 
inferred from the simulated and observed MLDs. Sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 present the simulated variability 
in MLD and spatial deep convection pattern, the simulated changes in deep convection volume and den-
sity, as well as inferred first fingerprints of recent subpolar North Atlantic salinity trends. Sections 4.1, 4.2 
and 4.3 discuss the results with respect to an ARGO-based analysis and previously published literature, and 
reflect on a potential relation to Greenland melting as well as on implications for the larger-scale circulation 
and climate. Section 5 provides concluding remarks.

2. Material and Methods
2.1. Hindcast Simulations With Eddy-Rich Ocean/Sea-Ice Model Configuration VIKING20X

The VIKING20X model configuration (Biastoch et al., 2021) has been developed at GEOMAR as part of 
the DRAKKAR initiative (Barnier et al.,  2014) and is based on the “Nucleus for European Modeling of 
the Ocean” version 3.6 (NEMO; Madec & NEMO-team, 2016) with “Océan Parallélisé” as ocean compo-
nent (OPA; Madec et al., 1998) and “Louvain-la-Neuve Ice Model” version 2 as sea-ice component (LIM2; 
Fichefet & Maqueda, 1997). It features a tripolar Arakawa C grid (Mesinger & Arakawa, 1976) with a global 
horizontal resolution of 1/4° that is refined in the Atlantic Ocean between 34°S–70°N to 1/20° via two-way 
nesting with adaptive grid refinement in Fortran (AGRIF; Debreu et al., 2008). This refinement allows for 
explicitly resolving mesoscale eddies at subpolar latitudes (Hallberg, 2013). In the vertical the global base 
and refined nest are composed of 46 z-levels with thickness increasing from 6 m at the surface to maximum 
250 m at depth, whereby bottom cells can be partially filled to allow for a more realistic topography (Barnier 
et al., 2006). VIKING20X is a successor, with updated code and southward extended nest, of the well-es-
tablished VIKING20 (Behrens, 2013). The eddy-rich resolution of VIKING20 and VIKING20X, hereafter 
jointly referred to as VIKING20(X), results in a particularly good representation of the North Atlantic circu-
lation patterns, as documented by earlier studies (e.g., Böning et al., 2016; Mertens et al., 2014) and indicat-
ed in Figure 1. Moreover, the choice of lateral boundary conditions was identified as a critical aspect for a 
realistic simulation of eddy kinetic energy (EKE) and deep convection patterns in the Labrador Sea (Rieck 
et al., 2019). While VIKING20(X) is generally run with a free-slip boundary condition, a no-slip condition 
is implemented in the West Greenland Current (59–62°N, 43–51°W) to represent the topographic effect on 
the current necessary to generate Irminger Rings, which travel into the Labrador Sea interior and limit the 
northward extent of the deep convection area (Figures 1b and S1; also see Marzocchi et al., 2015). Moreover, 
the nesting approach allows to investigate how regional mesoscale processes alter, or are impacted by, larg-
er scale processes such as the AMOC. Due to these unique features, VIKING20(X) simulations have been 
employed in a range of studies addressing current issues in physical oceanography, such as the sensitivity 
of the North Atlantic circulation patterns to increased runoff from Greenland (Böning et al., 2016); the 
sources and pathways of Denmark Strait Overflow Water (Behrens et al., 2017); the variability of the Deep 
Western Boundary Current (Fischer et al., 2015; Handmann et al., 2018), North Atlantic Current (Breck-
enfelder et al., 2017), and North Brazil Current (Rühs et al., 2015); occurrence of benthic storms (Schubert 
et al., 2018); and the structure and variability of the AMOC (Hirschi et al., 2020).

Past studies with VIKING20(X) mostly relied on hindcast or sensitivity simulations that were forced with 
the CORE atmospheric data set version 2 (Griffies et al., 2009; Large & Yeager, 2009) available as 6-hour-
ly to monthly fields on a 2° grid for the period 1958–2009, together with climatological monthly varying 
runoff. However, to be able to address the questions outlined above, an up-to-date and ideally higher res-
olution forcing that captures recent changes in the runoff is needed. The novel JRA55-do surface data set 
for driving ocean-sea ice models version 1.4 (Tsujino et al., 2018) based on the Japanese 55-year Reanalysis 
(Kobayashi et al., 2015) fulfills these criteria. It provides 3-hourly atmospheric forcing data on a 1/2° grid 
until 2019, together with interannually varying runoff at daily resolution including the effect of acceler-
ated melting of Greenland and Canadian Arctic glaciers as described in Bamber et al.  (2018) (note that 
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the glacier freshwater flux is only embedded at monthly resolution and solid discharge, that is, calving 
of icebergs, is converted into liquid runoff). Therefore, in this study, we employ a representative hindcast 
under CORE forcing (SIMCORE, experiment identifier KKG36013H) together with a complementary short 
hindcast under JRA55-do forcing (SIMJRA, experiment identifier KKG36107 B). For a 30-year spin-up, the 
model was initialized with zero velocity fields, temperature and salinity fields from the Polar science center 
Hydrographic Climatology (PHC, version 2.1; updated from Steele et al., 2001), as well as a representative 
sea ice field from a previous 1/4° simulation, and then run under CORE forcing for the period 1980–2009. 
Subsequently, the hindcast SIMCORE was initialized with a snapshot of the oceanic state at the end of the 
spin-up and run under CORE forcing for the period 1958–2009. Finally, the hindcast SIMJRA was initialized 
with a snapshot of the simulated oceanic state in SIMCORE at the end of 1979 and run under JRA55-do 
forcing for the period 1980–2019. Note that for both hindcast simulations the bulk formulae provided by 
CORE to calculate turbulent air-sea fluxes and a weak sea surface salinity restoring (SSSR) to climatology of 
33.33 mm day−1 were used. For SIMJRA the SSSR was completely omitted in the coastal zone (80 km) around 
Greenland to facilitate a potential impact of increased runoff inherent in the novel forcing fields. In the up-
per ocean, a turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) mixed layer model (Blanke & Delecluse, 1993) was employed, 
and convection was parameterized by enhanced vertical diffusion (10 m2 s−1) of tracers and momentum 
whenever the local Brunt–Väisälä frequency was negative. For a more detailed description and evaluation 
of the VIKING20X model configuration and the experiments under different atmospheric forcing please 
refer to Biastoch et al. (2021).
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Figure 1. Main features of the North Atlantic circulation and deep convection pattern as simulated with SIMJRA for 
the period 1980–2019. (a) Snapshot of 5-day mean current speed at 112 m depth (color shading); (b) long-term mean 
eddy kinetic energy (EKE) at 112 m depth (color shading), calculated based on 5-day mean velocities referenced to the 
annual mean following Rieck et al. (2015); (c) long-term mean annual maximum mixed layer depth (MLDa), calculated 
based on monthly mean MLD, the center of deep convection (DCC) where mean MLDa exceed zcrit = 1000 m is 
highlighted (light red contour, also added to (a) and (b)); (d) long-term maximum MLDa, calculated based on monthly 
mean MLD, the simulation specific potential deep convection region where maximum MLDa exceed zcrit is highlighted 
(light red contour). In (a), (c) and (d) the light gray contour marks the potential deep convection region determined 
from SIMJRA and SIMCORE with the three sub-regions in the Labrador Sea (WEST), south of Cape Farewell (MID), and in 
the Irminger Sea (EAST).
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The diagnostics for the MLD that are analyzed in this study are monthly mean values obtained from stand-
ard online calculations based on a fixed density threshold method (de Boyer Montégut et al, 2004; Monterey 
& Levitus, 1997). More specifically, at each model time step and for each grid cell, the MLD was diagnosed as 
the depth at which the potential density referenced to the surface (σ0) has changed by 0.01 kg m−3 relative to 
10 m depth (10 m depth is used as reference to avoid an imprint of diurnal mixed layer changes). Acknowl-
edging that density threshold methods tend to overestimate the MLD (for example due to temperature-sa-
linity compensation which yields a nearly uniform density over a larger depth than temperature and salinity 
as well as other tracers are actually well mixed), Holte and Talley (2009) introduced a more complex hybrid 
density algorithm for determining the MLD of ARGO profiles that compares various approaches of MLD 
estimation and detects the most suitable one. A similar approach has been adopted by Courtois et al. (2017) 
for ocean models. Here, we deliberately avoid these more complex approaches, since MLD estimates from 
ARGO observations based on the density algorithm yield qualitatively nearly the same spatio-temporal deep 
convection variability as estimates based on the density threshold method, aside from an offset in the mean 
MLD (Figure S2, also see section 2.2 and 2.3).

2.2. ARGO Data

We employ the Argo mixed layer database freely distributed and annually updated at http://mixedlayer.
ucsd.edu/ (Holte et al., 2017). This database includes MLD estimates and mixed layer properties (mean 
density, temperature, and salinity) for more than 2250 000 Argo profiles between 2000 and 2019. MLD es-
timates were obtained using (i) the Holte and Talley (2009) density algorithm, and (ii) the variable density 
threshold method introduced by de Boyer Montégut et al. (2004), defining the MLD as the depth at which 
the density increased by an amount Δ  that would accompany a temperature drop of 0.2°C referenced to 
10 m depth under ambient conditions. This definition translates into a density difference  Δ  0.01 kg m−3 
for a temperature of 0°C and salinity of 35, and thus, in the region of interest, nicely compares to the fixed 
density threshold estimate employed in the model simulations (see section 2.1 and 2.3). All main analyses 
are therefore based on this latter estimate.

2.3. Deep Convection Metrics

The concept of open ocean convection has been thoroughly reviewed in the literature (e.g., Killworth, 1983; 
Lazier et al., 2001; Marshall & Schott, 1999), but there is no clear definition of the depth level that has to be 
reached for the classification of deep convection. As other authors before us (e.g., Brodeau & Koenigk, 2016; 
Zunino et al., 2020), we follow the reasoning of Marshall and Schott (1999), who describe deep convection 
as convection that mixes surface waters deep enough to potentially reset the properties of the abyssal ocean, 
that is, convection allowing for deep water formation. However, this definition depends on the convection 
region (and model performance), since different convection regions (and model set-ups) form deep water 
masses in different depth ranges.

Based on observational data different authors suggested slightly different values for the critical convection 
depth zcrit that needs to be reached in the SPG for the renewal of LSW, ranging between 700 and 1,000 m 
(see Brodeau & Koenigk,  2016; Piron et  al.,  2016; Zunino et  al.,  2020 and references therein). Here we 
chose zcrit = 1,000 m, accounting for the fact that the employed threshold method used for calculating MLD 
tends to overestimate real MLDs (based on ARGO data, within the SPG, algorithm-based MLD estimates 
exceeding 1000 m are on average 315 m deeper than threshold-based estimates for the same profile; also see 
section 2.1, section 2.2 and Figure S2).

We analyze the simulated interannual deep convection variability based on different spatial aggregates of 
local annual maximum mixed layer depth (MLDa). We define the annual deep convection area (DCAa) as 
the area spanning all grid points with MLDa > zcrit; and the annual deep convection volume (DCVa) as the 
corresponding spatial sum of local MLDa multiplied with the horizontal grid size (similar to, e.g., Tagklis 
et al., 2020). DCVa thus represents the mixed layer volume of the annual deep convection region. In addi-
tion, we define a potential deep convection region that spans all grid points that experience MLDa > zcrit 
at least once in at least one simulation (gray contour in Figure 1). This potential deep convection region is 
further divided into three sub-regions corresponding to the central Labrador Sea (WEST, west of 48°W), the 
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region south of Cape Farewell (MID, east of 48°W and west of 41.5°W) and the Irminger Sea (EAST, east of 
41.5°W), which occasionally show separated deep convection patches in our simulations (Movie S1). The 
choice of the boundary between the primary and secondary deep convection regions at 48°W is consistent 
with the choice of Zunino et al. (2020) and further fits to the reported maximum eastern extent of deep con-
vection in the Labrador Sea based on observational data (see. Piron et al. (2017) and references therein); the 
separation between MID and EAST at 41.5°W is the same as in Piron et al. (2017). Subsequently, moderate 
and major deep convection periods in the potential deep convection region and sub-regions are inferred 
via the annual spatial maximum and upper quartile of the spatially varying MLDa, respectively (similar 
to the individual profile maximum MLD and spatial aggregate maximum MLD in Yashayaev and Lod-
er (2016, 2017)): years during which at least one grid-point features MLDa > zcrit are considered moderate 
deep convection years, while years during which more than 25% of the grid points feature MLDa > zcrit are 
classified as major deep convection years. This analysis was performed for the whole potential deep convec-
tion region as well as for all three sub-regions in both model simulations individually, whereby SIMJRA and 
SIMCORE show a good overall agreement (Figures S4a and S4b). Hence, to simplify comparisons, combined 
SIMJRA + SIMCORE metrics for periods of major and moderate deep convection periods were established, 
for which in the overlapping period the criteria must be fulfilled by both simulations (Figure 2e). Note that 
the timing of the MLDa shows considerable spatial and temporal variability in the SPG, but nearly all of 
the grid-points in the potential deep convection region experience their maximum MLD values between 
January and April (on average 98% and 97% in SIMJRA and SIMCORE, respectively, Figures S3c and S3d) and 
MLDa > zcrit only occurs between January and April (Figures S3e and S3f). Hence, the derived deep convec-
tion metrics can be assigned to a distinct year.

For comparisons with the ARGO data we do not restrict our analysis to annual maximum deep convec-
tion depths (which cannot be unambiguously estimated from observations), but include all monthly mean 
MLDs (MLDm) > zcrit. Also MLDm > zcrit only occurs between January and April and hence allows doing 
statistics via grouping by distinct years.

Note that in the following, wherever possible, results from SIMJRA/SIMCORE are presented together using 
this slash notation.

3. Results
3.1. Simulated Variability in Mixed Layer Depth and Spatial Deep Convection Pattern

The simulated long-term (1980–2019/1958-2009) mean MLDa (Figure 1c for SIMJRA, SIMCORE not shown) 
features a realistic spatial pattern with a primary center of deep convection (DCC) in the central Labrador 
Sea, here defined as the region where the long-term mean values exceed zcrit = 1000 m. The DCC covers an 
area of ∼166/169 × 103 km2

, locally reaches long-term mean depths of up to 1654/1621 m, and—in con-
trast to most coarser resolution models—is confined in the north through the impact of traveling Irminger 
Rings resulting in a tongue of elevated EKE also found in observations (Figures 1b and S1, also see Rieck 
et al., 2019). Similar deep long-term mean MLDa over a comparable spatial extent cannot be found south of 
Cape Farewell or in the Irminger Sea. While a long-term mean MLDa cannot be inferred from observations, 
a comparison of the simulated (SIMJRA) climatological March MLD for the period 1990–2019 with that in-
ferred from ARGO observations reveals a generally good agreement in the location and spatial extent of the 
DCCs (red contoured area in Figure S1, the observational DCC extends only slightly less far to the south and 
slightly farther to the east than the simulated one).

The simulated long-term (1980–2019/1958–2009) maximum MLDa (Figure  1d for SIMJRA, SIMCORE not 
shown) reveals, however, that—intermittently—deep convection with depths up to 2800/2876  m and 
2133/2674 m also does occur south of Cape Farewell and within the Irminger Sea, respectively. In the Lab-
rador Sea maximum depths up to 3113/3056 m are reached. These values appear larger than the maximum 
deep convection depths reported from observations (Yashayaev,  2007; Yashayaev & Loder,  2016,  2017). 
However, it is to note that they represent the single largest values in space and time over the whole simula-
tion, which, even if the model would represent observations perfectly, simply may not be covered by obser-
vations. When considering aggregate measures of simulated MLDs, the simulated deep convection depths 
are quite consistent with observations (see 4.1). Notably—and again in contrast to most coarser resolution 
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models—simulated deep convection generally does not extend down to the bottom, a layer of lower NADW 
persists over time (with exceptions for a few grid points at the border of the potential deep convection region 
that occasionally experience deep convection over the whole water column). The potential deep convection 
region with long-term maximum MLDa > zcrit spans an area of 932/912 × 103 km2 and hence is several times 
larger than the center of deep convection inferred from long-term mean MLDa > zcrit. The pronounced dif-
ference between long-term mean and maximum MLDa in the potential deep convection region reflects the 
large spatio-temporal variability of the simulated MLDa.
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Figure 2. Simulated spatio-temporal variability of annual maximum mixed layer depth (MLDa). Year-to-year 
variability of spatial MLDa aggregates for the potential deep convection region of (a) the whole subpolar gyre, and (b-d) 
the individual sub-regions WEST, MID, EAST (cf. Figure 1a) as simulated with SIMJRA (solid lines, gray shading) and 
SIMCORE (dotted lines), the critical depth zcrit = 1000 m used to define deep convection is marked by the dashed light 
red line; (e) overview of defined moderate (light shading, at least one grid point with MLDa > zcrit) and major (dark 
shading, at least 25% of grid-points with MLDa > zcrit) deep convection periods, in the overlapping period 1980–2009 the 
respective criteria must be fulfilled by both simulations; (f) station-based wintertime (DJFM) North Atlantic Oscillation 
index expressed as anomalies from the 1901–2000 mean, updated version from Jones et al. (1997).
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Before analyzing the details of the spatio-temporal MLDa and related deep convection variability, we note 
that the overall characteristics are largely robust between the two hindcast simulations SIMCORE and SIM-
JRA in their overlapping period between 1980 and 2009 (Figure 2a, Movie S1). Hence, it seems a valid as-
sumption that the combination of both simulations yields an adequate representation of the simulated spa-
tio-temporal MLDa and inferred deep convection variability between 1958 and 2019. The robustness further 
indicates that (i) the overall deep convection variability is a forced one with only minor contributions of 
intrinsic variability, and (ii) the dominant forcing in the overlapping period between 1980 and 2009 is cap-
tured by both forcing products. Higher-frequency winds and increasing freshwater input in JRA55-do since 
the 1990s seem not (yet) to have a significant impact on the overall simulated deep convection variability in 
the subpolar North Atlantic. The temporal evolution of the MLDa reveals only minimal deeper MLDa at the 
beginning as well as minimal shallower MLDa at the end of the common period within the Labrador Sea for 
SIMJRA compared to SIMCORE (Figure 2b). However, SIMCORE has an overall tendency toward slightly deeper 
MLDa in the eastern SPG (Figures 2c and 2d). These differences are further discussed in sections 3.2 and 3.3.

The spatio-temporal deep convection variability can be largely described by means of major and moderate 
deep convection periods (dark and light gray lines in Figure 2e, details for these definitions can be found in 
section 2.3). We find major periods of deep convection in the early 1970s (only SIMCORE), early 1980s, late 
1980s to early 1990s, as well as mid 2010s (only SIMJRA), and moderate deep convection in nearly all of the 
remaining years—with exception of the years (i) 2007, 2010 and 2011, during which no deep convection 
with MLDa > zcrit is simulated, and (ii) 1976, which represents an additional individual year with major 
deep convection. This is largely in line with the results of previous observational-based and modeling stud-
ies, even though the spatio-temporal deep convection variability prior to the late 1980s include conflicting 
reports (for a detailed discussion see section 4.1). It further fits the notion that the overall deep convection 
variability in the subpolar North Atlantic is linked to the NAO. The wintertime (DJFM) NAO index in its up-
dated version from Jones et al. (1997), expressed as anomalies from the 1901–2000 mean (Figure 2f), shows 
positive anomalies during all four identified major deep convection periods. However, consistent with the 
arguments presented by, e.g., Våge et al. (2009) and Courtois et al. (2020), a strong positive NAO anomaly 
seems neither sufficient nor necessary for the occurrence of individual major deep convection years. On the 
one hand there exist some years with strong positive NAO anomalies that feature no or only moderate deep 
convection over a smaller spatial extent (e.g., 1961, 2000, 2007, and 2012). On the other hand, deep convec-
tion also occurs during some years with only weekly positive or even negative NAO index (e.g., 1972, 1976, 
and several years in the early to mid 1980s).

During major deep convection periods, MLDa > zcrit occurs in all three sub-regions, however, at greatly 
varying spatial pattern and extent (Movie S1). In the Labrador Sea and south of Cape Farewell, MLDa > zcrit 
is reached for more than 25% of the grid-points in the respective parts of the potential deep convection 
area during all major deep convection periods (dark blue and dark cyan lines in Figure 2e inferred from 
Figures 2b and 2c). Notably, and in contrast to the theory proposed by Sarafanov (2009), in the Irminger Sea 
this threshold was not exceeded in the early 1990s (green lines in Figure 2e inferred from Figure 2d)—the 
period with the strongest NAO forcing and deepest MLDa over the SPG as a whole. During the other three 
major deep convection periods with pronounced Irminger Sea contribution there exist further differences in 
the spatial deep convection pattern: in the early 1970s and early 1980s deep convection extended farther to 
the north-west, whereas in the mid 2010s deep convection largely shifted toward the south-east (Movie S1, 
Figures 3c and 3f). As a result, in the mid 2010s the combined deep convection area of the secondary deep 
convection regions exceeded that in the Labrador Sea for the first time since 1958 (Figure S5a). In the fol-
lowing period of moderate deep convection, MLDa decreased faster in the Labrador Sea and south of Cape 
Farewell than in the Irminger Sea, so that in 2018 deep convection in the Irminger Sea alone surprisingly 
persisted over a larger area than in the Labrador Sea. During other phases of moderate deep convection, 
MLDa > zcrit was mainly restricted to the central Labrador Sea and seldomly occurred south of Cape Fare-
well or within the Irminger Sea, with exceptions around the early 1960s and some years before and after 
major deep convection periods (Figure 2e).
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3.2. Simulated Variability in Deep Convection Volume and Density

The simulated eastward shift in the spatial pattern of MLDa > zcrit in the recent major deep convection pe-
riod compared to previous ones, immediately leads to the question of whether there have been associated 
changes in the location and density of deep water formation. To gain a first insight into this issue, we ana-
lyzed the annual deep convection volume (DCVa) in the three sub-regions (details for this definition can be 
found in section 2.3). Assuming that the DCVa is the maximum volume that could be subducted each year 
before summer restratification and next winter's deep convection, the maximum annual deep water forma-
tion can be estimated by dividing the DCVa by the number of seconds in a year (i.e., 365*86,400).

The temporal evolution of the absolute DCVa contributions (Figure  4a) suggest that, occasionally, the 
DCVa in the secondary deep convection regions south of Cape Farewell and in the Irminger Sea reaches 
magnitudes comparable to that of the primary deep convection region in the Labrador Sea during mod-
erate deep convection periods, due to considerable temporary increases in the regional annual deep con-
vection area (Figure S5a). In the Labrador Sea, the DCVa reaches mean values of 110/135 × 103 km3 and 
513/470 × 103 km3, translating into a maximum annual deep water formation of 3.5/4.3 Sv and 16.3/14.9 Sv, 
during moderate and major deep convection periods, respectively. Interestingly, the overall maximum DCVa 
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Figure 3. Spatial patterns of mean annual maximum mixed layer depth (MLDa) (anomalies) during major and 
moderate deep convection periods since the late 1980s as simulated with SIMJRA. (a–c) Mean MLDa for major 
and moderate deep convection periods; (d–f) respective MLDa anomalies referenced at each location to the long-
term (1980–2019) mean MLDa. Potential (gray contour) and actual (light red contour) deep convection regions are 
highlighted.

Figure 4. Simulated spatio-temporal variability of deep convection volume. Year-to-year variability of (a) absolute and 
(b) relative contributions of the three sub-regions WEST, MID, and EAST to the annual deep convection volume (DCVa) 
as simulated with SIMJRA (solid lines, filled markers) and SIMCORE (dotted lines, non-filled markers). Gray shading 
highlights major deep convection periods as defined in Figure 2e and red shading the years 2015–2018 with anomalous 
large and small relative DCVa contribution of the EAST and WEST deep convection sub-region, respectively.
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of 752/691 × 103 km3 (23.8/21.9 Sv), is not reached in the early 1990s, when the spatially averaged deep 
convection depth is highest (Figure S5b), but in the early 1980s, when the deep convection area is largest. 
The DCVa during major deep convection periods in the mid 1970s and mid 2010s are considerably smaller 
than in the early 1980s and late 1980s to early 1990s, due to shallower depths and smaller spatial extent 
of deep convection. South of Cape Farewell the DCVa remains relatively stable around a mean value of 
165/188 × 103 km3 (5.2/6.0 Sv) during all major deep convection periods, even though the spatially-averaged 
deep convection depth shows a large temporal variability comparable in magnitude to that in the Labrador 
Sea. In the Irminger Sea, the mean DCVa during major deep convection periods (excluding years without 
regional deep convection) is only 53/76 × 103 km3 (1.7/2.4 Sv), but in 1983–1984 and 2015–2016 values ex-
ceed 100 × 103 km3 (3.2 Sv) due to enlarged spatial extent of deep convection. Most surprisingly, but in line 
with the MLDa analysis of section 3.1, the same is true for the year 2018, which features a DCVa value of 
131 × 103 km3 in the Irminger Sea, despite the fact that simulated deep convection intensity over the SPG 
as a whole only classifies as moderate.

To estimate the potential importance of the individual sub-regions for the overall subpolar deep water for-
mation, we examine the relative DCVa contributions (Figure 4b). These show a large temporal variability, 
but feature anomalously large and small contributions of the secondary and primary deep convection re-
gions in 2015–2018, respectively. During major deep convection periods the relative contribution of the 
Labrador Sea varies from on average 74/65% in the early 1970s and early 1980s, over 77/67% in the late 
1980s to early 1990s, to 49% in the mid 2010s. As already indicated by the MLDa analysis, during most of the 
moderate deep convection periods, the relative DCVa contribution of the Labrador Sea is close to 100%—
with exceptions for the early 1960s, some years around major deep convection periods, and in 2017–2018. 
In 2017, for the first time since 1958, the relative DCVa contribution of the Irminger Sea becomes larger 
than that of the region south of Cape Farewell, and in 2018 even surpasses that of the Labrador Sea. When 
comparing the overall temporal evolution of the relative DCVa contribution of the Labrador Sea with that 
of the secondary deep convection regions, it becomes apparent that during 2015–2018, in three out of four 
years, the relative DCVa contribution of the Labrador Sea falls below 51%, which is unprecedented in SIMJRA 
and only occurred once before (1994) in SIMCORE. Note that this feature is largely independent of the chosen 
zcrit, as it is already inherent in the temporal evolution of the total mixed volume of the three sub-regions 
(Figure S6; in all four years the Labrador Sea contribution falls below 58%, which is unprecedented in SIM-
JRA and only occurred once before in SIMCORE). The anomalous pattern can be related to the evolution of the 
absolute DCVa described above: In 2015–2016 the combined absolute DCVa of the secondary deep convec-
tion regions was relatively high, but comparable to that of previous major deep convection periods, while 
the absolute DCVa in the Labrador Sea was smaller than during previous major deep convection periods; in 
2017 the absolute DCVa showed a stronger decrease in the Labrador Sea and south of Cape Farewell than in 
the Irminger Sea; and in 2018 the absolute DCVa further decreased in the Labrador Sea, while there was a 
slight recovery in the secondary deep convection regions.

Next to the deep convection volume, the associated densities are of fundamental importance for under-
standing the potential impacts of deep convection on deep water formation. Our simulations indicate that 
deep convection in the secondary deep convection regions may enable water mass formation at densities 
similar to those in the primary deep convection region in the Labrador Sea and hence, as already suggest-
ed by various authors before us (e.g., Pickart, Straneo, et al., 2003), potentially contributes to deep water 
formation.

In the Labrador Sea, the March mixed layer density averaged over the potential deep convection region (Fig-
ure 5b) shows largest values in the early 1990s, decreasing values until the early 2010s, and again increasing 
values until the mid 2010s. The secondary potential deep convection regions experience a similar temporal 
evolution, though the long-term mean value in the Irminger Sea is much lower than in the Labrador Sea 
and south of Cape Farewell, since March mixed layer temperatures tend to be higher and salinities tend 
to be lower during the majority of years (Figures 5d and 5f). March mixed layer densities averaged over 
the actual deep convection region (Figure 5a) are generally higher than those averaged over the respective 
potential deep convection region. Moreover, the density difference between the three sub-regions as well as 
the interannual variability are greatly reduced. This reflects that for deep convection with zcrit = 1,000 m to 
occur, relatively high densities need to be reached. Consequently, during all major deep convection periods, 
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deep convection in the primary as well as secondary deep convection regions occurs in the same relative 
narrow density range. Notably, March mixed layer temperatures averaged over the actual deep convection 
sub-regions (Figure 5e) feature lower values in the Irminger Sea than in the Labrador Sea (while, as noted 
above, averaging over the potential deep convection sub-regions yields the opposite). This may be explained 
by the fact that at lower ambient salinities stronger cooling is needed to reach the required densities and 
consequently only the coldest profiles make up the actual deep convection region. These analyses highlight 
that (i) even within our predefined sub-regions thermohaline properties and potential for deep convection 
greatly varies in space (and time), (ii) newly formed deep water captures the mixed layer properties of win-
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Figure 5. Simulated spatio-temporal variability of March mixed layer (ML) thermohaline properties. Year-to-year 
variability of volume-weighted spatial average March ML (a–b) potential density anomaly, (c–d) salinity, and (e–f) 
potential temperature for the actual (lines with markers, left panels) and potential (lines without markers, right panels) 
deep convection sub-regions as simulated with SIMJRA (solid lines, filled markers) and SIMCORE (dotted lines, non-filled 
markers). Gray and red background shading as in Figure 4.
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ter-time deep convection locations, which are not necessarily representative for a wider sub-region, and, 
consequently, (iii) the information gained from individual point observations or simple spatial averages 
alone is limited.

As for the DCVa, the years 2015–2018 are anomalous with respect to the March mixed layer densities in 
the three sub-regions. In contrast to previous years, the March mixed layer densities averaged over the po-
tential deep convection region of the Irminger Sea are higher than those of the Labrador Sea. Similarly, in 
2016–2018, the March mixed layer densities averaged over the actual deep convection region of the Irminger 
Sea are higher than those of the Labrador Sea.

Yet, in contrast to the DCVa and despite the robustness of the general relations and temporal evolution de-
scribed above, SIMJRA and SIMCORE show non-negligible differences in the spatially averaged March mixed 
layer densities in their overlapping period after the mid 1980s (during the first years of the common period 
both simulations match well, which is expected due to the initialization of SIMJRA with SIMCORE). In par-
ticular, (i) in the late 1980s to early 1990s densities south of Cape Farewell and especially in the Irminger 
Sea are lower in SIMJRA than in SIMCORE (densities averaged over the potential deep convection region of 
the Irminger Sea in SIMJRA do not even reach the maximum in the early 1990s but in the early 1980s); and 
(ii) after the early 1990s densities in all sub-regions show a stronger decrease in SIMJRA than in SIMCORE. 
The former seems to be related to regionally and temporarily higher temperatures in SIMJRA compared to 
SIMCORE and is of minor relevance for this study, whereas the latter appears to be an imprint of different 
temporal evolutions in the simulated spatially averaged March mixed layer salinity. Specifically, salinities 
in SIMCORE show positive trends in all sub-regions during the whole simulation period, while salinities in 
SIMJRA show decreasing trends since the mid 1990s in agreement with a recent observation-based study 
(Tesdal et al.,  2018). These differences can be related to differences in the CORE and JRA55-do forcing 
data sets and are most likely a result of generally larger freshwater fluxes in JRA55-do compared to CORE, 
including a more realistic runoff from Greenland (greater magnitude and representation of increase since 
the mid 1990s, see Figure S9). While the resulting salinity and density changes in SIMJRA seem to have been 
of minor importance for the overall temporal evolution of MLDa and DCVa until the late 2000s, they likely 
played a role for the development of the anomalous deep convection pattern in 2015–2018 in SIMJRA, as 
further discussed below.

3.3. Simulated Fingerprints of Recent Subpolar North Atlantic Salinity Trends

A detailed analysis of the simulated March mixed layer salinity and temperature changes averaged over the 
potential and actual deep convection regions reveals that the recent changes in the spatial deep convection 
pattern and associated densities are at least partially linked to the simulated regionally differing temporal 
evolution of upper ocean salinities.

The temporal evolution of March mixed layer salinities averaged over the potential deep convection sub-re-
gions (Figure 5d) shows that the upper Labrador Sea has been freshening between 2000 and 2019 by more 
than 0.1 psu. This freshening tendency has only been interrupted by a temporary salinity increase in the 
years 2014–2016 associated with regionally enhanced deep convective mixing. In the Irminger Sea, a similar 
freshening tendency in the 2000s can be observed, however, superimposed by a larger interannual variabil-
ity, and further affected by a strong temporary salinity increase between 2011-2016. This salinity increase 
cannot simply be related to enhanced convective mixing since it sets in before regional MLDa start to deep-
en again (see Figure 2d). These regionally different temporal evolutions of March mixed layer salinities 
contribute to the recently comparatively low and high March mixed layer densities in the Labrador and 
Irminger Sea, respectively.

March mixed layer salinities averaged over the actual deep convection region (Figure 5c) in the Labrador 
Sea show a considerably weaker freshening trend than those averaged over the respective potential deep 
convection sub-region. This may be regarded as a first indication that locations with especially strong fresh-
ening did not experience deep convection anymore, which would fit to the above reported smaller regional 
deep convection area in the mid 2010s compared to the late 1980s to early 1990s.

This hypothesis is further supported by the comparison of the spatial pattern of MLDa and salinity trends in 
SIMJRA between 2000 and 2019 (Figures 6a and 6b): MLDa in the Labrador Sea only deepens in areas where 
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the freshening is least pronounced. In the Irminger Sea and south of Cape Farewell, where an increase of 
salinities is observed, MLDa deepens stronger and over a considerably larger area. In contrast, March mixed 
layer temperatures (Figure 6c) in the Labrador Sea and south of Cape Farewell reveal deepening MLDa over 
areas with only weak cooling, and shoaling MLDa over areas with the strongest cooling. This implies that 
the spatial pattern in March near-surface temperature trends alone cannot explain the spatial pattern in 
MLDa trends, but is at least partially a result of it (a reduction in MLDa implies a smaller volume subject to 
surface heat loss and hence a stronger temperature drop). Yet, an overall stronger cooling since the 2000s in 
the Irminger Sea as compared to the Labrador Sea could have contributed to the strong deepening of MLDa 
over an anomalously large area in the Irminger Sea.

These analyses indicate that the recent upper ocean freshening trends in the subpolar North Atlantic may 
have started to impact deep water formation. However, so far, the main impact of these freshening trends 
seems to be a reduction of the deep convection area in the Labrador Sea and only to a lesser degree a fresh-
ening of the locally formed deep waters (with a potential freshening signal getting diluted in areas where 
deep convective mixing is happening).

4. Discussion
Due to limited spatio-temporal data coverage, the core analyses of this study could not be performed based 
on observations. Given the still existing large challenges in ocean and climate modeling related to a proper 
representation of the thermohaline structure and small-scale dynamics in the subpolar North Atlantic, the 
quantification and attribution of temporal variability in the spatial pattern of deep convection in a state-
of-the-art realistic eddy-rich ocean model is certainly valuable on its own. Yet, we argue that the particular 
value of this study arises from putting recent observational-based findings into a broader spatio-temporal 
context, thereby revealing the novelty of the 2015–2018 deep convection pattern and linking it to recent 
upper ocean salinity trends. However, for these findings to be trusted, it is important that the model simula-
tions actually capture the main features of deep convection variability and salinity trends inferred from ob-
servations. In addition to the model description and short validation in sections 2.1 and 3.1, we here provide 
observational evidence for the simulated changes in the deep convection pattern and thermohaline prop-
erties in the form of a coherent comparison with ARGO observations and previously published literature. 
We further critically discuss the potential relation of the simulated changes in the deep convection pattern 
to the melting of the Greenland ice sheet as well as their implications for the larger-scale ocean circulation 
and climate, thereby highlighting open questions to be addressed in the future.

4.1. Observational Evidence for Simulated Changes in the Spatial Patterns of Deep Convection 
and Thermohaline Properties

For a meaningful comparison of the simulated MLD characteristics with those of ARGO data for the pe-
riod 2000–2019, we analyze the timing, magnitude, spatial extent, and density derived from all simulated 
monthly mean MLD (MLDm)  >  zcrit (hence, a certain model grid-point can contribute to the respective 
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Figure 6. Simulated (SIMJRA) recent linear trends (2000–2019) in (a) annual maximum mixed layer depth (MLDa), as 
well as March mixed layer (ML) (b) salinity and (c) potential temperature. The black contour indicates the potential 
deep convection region.
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annual statistics more than once per year, in contrast to the main analyses of this study that were based on 
MLDa) and from all observational MLD > zcrit based on individual ARGO profiles (Figure 7). In ARGO as 
well as in SIMJRA deep convection with MLD > zcrit occurs in all sub-regions from February to April, but 
most frequently in March (Figure 7b). ARGO observations further report MLD > zcrit in January which 
is not captured in SIMJRA during the period 1980–2009. Yet, when considering the full simulation period, 
SIMJRA also features deep convection in January and the relative occurrences in March and April are lower, 
yielding an overall better fit with the ARGO observations (not shown; this indicates a shift in the timing of 
deep convection in the model simulation). The overall deep convection area in SIMJRA, defined by all grid 
points that feature simulated MLDm > zcrit at least once during 2000–2019, coincides well with the deep 
convection area indicated by the spatial distribution of all individual ARGO profiles with MLD > zcrit dur-
ing the same period (Figure 7a). Notably, the deep convection area estimated from ARGO extends slightly 
farther into the Irminger Sea and slightly less far into the northwestern Labrador Sea. Hence, the relatively 
large simulated spatial extent of the potential deep convection area in the secondary deep convection re-
gions cannot be discarded as an unrealistic model feature. The simulated deep convection depths also show 
realistic magnitudes in the primary as well as secondary deep convection regions (Figures 7c–7e). In all 
three sub-regions the individual ARGO observations mostly fall into the simulated range of deep convection 
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Figure 7. Temporal variability of deep convection characteristics simulated with SIMJRA compared to ARGO 
observations for the period 2000–2019. (a) Deep convection area, defined in SIMJRA by all grid points that feature 
monthly mean mixed layer depths (MLDm) > zcrit at least once (black contour), and in ARGO by individual profiles with 
MLD > zcrit (colored dots); (b) deep convection timing visualized by the relative number of deep convection grid points/
profiles per month; year-to-year variability of spatial aggregate measures for (c–e) deep convection depths (note: for 
better comparability with ARGO, all MLDm > zcrit are included instead of only MLDa > zcrit, that is, a certain grid-point 
can contribute to the statistics more than once per year), and (f–h) associated mixed layer potential density anomaly, 
whereby a constant offset of 0.05 kg m−3 was added to the ARGO observations.
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depths, though in several years during which no deep convection with MLDm > zcrit is simulated, individual 
ARGO profiles yield MLD > zcrit for one or more sub-regions (while there are no years in which the simula-
tion features deep convection without any corresponding evidence from the ARGO observations). This may 
be regarded as an indication that deep convection depths are generally slightly shallower in SIMJRA than in 
observations, but also could be the result of the different temporal resolution (simulated monthly means vs. 
instantaneous profile data) and slight differences in the applied MLD criterion (see sections 2.1 and 2.2). 
After adding an offset of 0.05 kgm−3 to the mixed layer densities inferred from ARGO observations, they, 
as well, fall into the simulated range, though outliers are more frequent than for deep convection depths 
(Figures 7f–7h). Here, the different temporal resolution may play an even more important role. The offset 
in mixed layer densities reflects that simulations with VIKING20(X) generally feature higher than observed 
salinities in the region of interest, partially compensated by higher than observed temperatures (Handmann 
et al., 2018)—despite their dynamically good performance. Problems with correctly simulating the salinity 
in the SPG are well known among ocean models (e.g., Garcia-Quintana et al., 2019; Rattan et al., 2010) and 
are subject to ongoing model development efforts.

The ARGO data further yields observational evidence for dominant features of the changes in the spa-
tio-temporal deep convection variability inferred from SIMJRA, such as a general increase in deep convection 
intensity in 2015–2018 compared to the 2000s not only in the Labrador Sea, but also south of Cape Farewell 
and in the Irminger Sea (Figures 7c–7e, also see Zunino et al. (2020) for a detailed ARGO-based analysis 
of the processes involved in the 4-year persistence of deep convection in the secondary deep convection 
regions). Remarkably, not only the range, but also the upper quartile of the simulated and observed deep 
convection depths shows a relatively good agreement for many years in all three sub-regions (red lines and 
dots in Figures 7c–7e). This indicates that also the relative frequency of certain deep convection depths 
within the sub-regions is comparable between simulations and observations. It is notable though that deep 
convection depths and densities in 2017 and 2018 in the Labrador Sea are slightly deeper and denser in the 
observations than in the simulations. Yet, we are of the opinion that these differences are not large enough 
to question our theory of a novel spatial deep convection pattern with increased relative importance of the 
secondary deep convection regions in 2015–2018, since (i) there are no major differences between obser-
vations and simulations in 2015 and 2016, and (ii) while the model simulations may underestimate deep 
convection depth and/or extent in the Labrador Sea in 2017 and 2018 (the limited spatial distribution of ob-
servations does not allow for a conclusive statement in this respect, see Movie S2), deep convection depths 
and/or extent south of Cape Farewell may likewise be underestimated in 2017, so that the relative contribu-
tion of the primary vs. secondary deep convection regions potentially remains unchanged at least in 2017.

The simulated spatio-temporal deep convection variability over the full period of the model hindcasts 
(1958–2019) can be further compared with the iconic hydrographic timeseries for the central Labrador Sea 
derived from all available observational data between 1938 and 2016, published and updated by Yashay-
aev and Loder (2016, 2017). This timeseries shows most intense deep convection periods with strong and 
deep reaching positive potential density anomalies in the late 1980/early 1990s (1987–1994) and mid 2010s 
(2014–2016, or 2012–2016 if considering pre-conditioning), which fits nearly perfectly to our definition of 
the two last regional major deep convection periods (dark blue lines in Figure 2e). In the phase between 
these two periods, which is characterized by generally lower deep convection intensity, they identify in-
termittent increases in deep convection intensity in the early 2000s (2000–2003), and in 2008, which are 
also captured by our simulations (Figure 2b). Despite the general offset between simulated and observed 
densities, the observed decadal-scale water-column density changes in the order of 0.1 kg m−3 between the 
maximum in the mid 1990s and minimum in the early 2010s and subsequent recovery until 2016 seem to be 
captured in SIMJRA as indicated in Figure 5a. However, Yashayaev and Loder (2016) do not report increased 
deep convection intensity in the Labrador Sea during the simulated major deep convection periods in the 
early 1970s (1972–1973) and early 1980s (1981–1985), but instead in the late 1970s (1977–1978). Interesting-
ly, the two simulated major deep convection periods not captured in the reconstructed observational-based 
timeseries are associated with positive phases of the NAO and also roughly coincide with the occurrence of 
two major GSAs in the SPG, while the deep convection period solely identified in the observational-based 
timeseries is associated with a negative phase of the NAO. In general, this could be interpreted as a tenden-
cy of the VIKING20X model configuration toward a too strong and/or direct response of deep convection 
to changes in the NAO, for example, due to an inadequate representation of the GSAs. However, such an 
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interpretation would be in strong contrast to the very good agreement of the simulated and observed deep 
convection variability during the last three decades—including years with high deep convection during 
negative NAO as well as years with low deep convection during positive NAO. Hence, the disagreements of 
simulations and observations until the early 1980s may at least partially be a result of limited data availa-
bility, evoking, on the one hand, comparatively poor constraints for atmospheric forcing products (in par-
ticular with regard to the freshwater components), and, on the other hand, potentially less representative 
hydrographic observations or reconstructions in the Labrador Sea. For example, in contrast to Yashayaev 
and Loder (2016) and in better agreement with our and other model simulations (e.g., Böning et al., 2003; 
Gerdes et al., 2013), Lazier (1980) does report observations of deep convection in the central Labrador Sea 
with MLD > zcrit in 1972–1973.

Not surprisingly, in observations (e.g., Yashayaev and Loder, 2016) as well as in our simulations, temperature 
variations over the SPG are largely in phase with the regional density variations and mainly correspond to 
decadal changes in the NAO: After a cooling from 1970s to mid 1990s (not shown), there has been a warm-
ing until mid 2010s, followed by another cooling (Figures 5e and 5f). Notably, the recent stronger cooling 
over the eastern SPG compared to the western SPG (Figures 5f and 6c), which above has been identified as a 
potential contributor to the anomalous high deep convection intensity in the Irminger Sea, fits to the results 
of a recent observational-based study by Bryden et al. (2020). Their analyses of EN4 temperature profiles 
also reveal a stronger cooling in the eastern SPG since 2008, which the authors further link to the reduction 
of the AMOC and associated heat transport at 26°N. We note that the AMOC at 26°N in our model simu-
lation shows a comparable reduction in AMOC strength over the considered period (Biastoch et al., 2021).

The decadal variability in salinity is less clear. On the one hand, the compilation of hydrographic data for 
the central Labrador Sea shows that the salinity averaged over the water column between 200 and 2000 m 
depth also broadly covaries with density and temperature, and—in particular—increased between the mid 
1990s until the early 2010s (Yashayaev & Loder, 2017). On the other hand, there is emerging observational 
evidence for recent upper ocean freshening trends in the subpolar North Atlantic since the early 2000s 
(Tesdal et al., 2018). The simulated March mixed layer salinity trends in the potential deep convection area 
in SIMJRA feature a spatial pattern, general timing and magnitude comparable to those upper ocean fresh-
ening trends inferred from observation-based products (Tesdal et al., 2018; compare their Figures 9 and 10 
with our Figures 5d and 6b). It is important to note though that trends in ocean models should always be 
interpreted with caution, since ocean models are prone to spurious model drifts—in particular in the sub-
polar North Atlantic—which may be difficult to distinguish from realistic trends resulting from the forcing. 
Nevertheless, the good agreement of the simulated changes with recent observational-based estimates is 
encouraging. Furthermore, as described in section 3.3, the model simulations indicate that the upper ocean 
freshening trends in the Labrador Sea mainly lead to a reduction of the deep convection area and only to a 
lesser degree to a freshening of the locally formed deep waters. This may help explain differing views on the 
temporal evolution of salinity in the Labrador Sea based on surface and hydrographic observations.

4.2. Relation to Melting of the Greenland Ice Sheet

The recent upper ocean freshening trends in the subpolar gyre have been suggested to be at least partially 
caused by accelerated melting of the Greenland ice sheet (Dukhovskoy et al., 2019; Tesdal et al., 2018; Yang 
et al., 2016). In agreement with studies exploring the fate of meltwater from Greenland (Böning et al., 2016; 
Dukhovskoy et al., 2016; Gillard et al., 2016; Luo et al., 2016), the freshening is most pronounced in the 
boundary current regions and larger in the western SPG than in the eastern SPG.

In section 3.3, we argued that the simulated (SIMJRA) upper ocean freshening trends in the potential deep 
convection region seem to have contributed to the eastward shift of deep convection in 2015–2018. Hence, 
given the relatively good agreement between the simulated (SIMJRA) and observed salinity trends (sec-
tion 4.1), and following the arguments of the above-mentioned previous studies on their relation to Green-
land melting, we hypothesize that the anomalous spatial deep convection patterns in 2015–2018 may be 
partially a result of accelerated Greenland melting.

This hypothesis is supported by the fact that SIMCORE, without interannually varying runoff, does not cap-
ture any comparable freshening trend, but instead experiences increasing salinities over the SPG for the 
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overlapping simulation period until 2009 (dashed lines Figures 5c and 5d). Additionally, and even more 
importantly, the spatial pattern, timing, and magnitude of the simulated salinity trends in our hindcast ex-
periment SIMJRA are remarkably similar to those trends that can be clearly attributed to Greenland melting 
derived from the sensitivity experiment presented by Böning et al. (2016) for the period 1990–2019 (com-
pare their Figure 3a and green line in their Figure 3b with our Figure 6 and blue solid line in our Figure 5d). 
In particular, in the interior Labrador Sea, within both experiments, the salinity remains largely constant 
until the mid 2000s and then decreases by roughly 0.1 psu until 2019. However, in some regions, the nega-
tive salinity trends in the hindcast experiment SIMJRA appear larger than those derived from the sensitivity 
experiment of Böning et al. (2016); the shelf regions in the northwestern Labrador Sea even showed positive 
salinity anomalies at the end of the sensitivity experiments, while featuring strong negative trends in the 
hindcast simulation. This fits to the finding of Dukhovskoy et al. (2019), that freshwater input from Green-
land melting alone can not explain the magnitude of the recent observed freshening in the Labrador Sea.

In fact, in SIMJRA, we see first indications that—in addition to Greenland melting—the once-in-a-century 
freshening of the eastern subpolar North Atlantic in 2012–2016 (Holliday et al., 2020) may have propagated 
into the western subpolar North Atlantic and subsequently contributed to the pronounced drop in upper 
ocean salinities in the Labrador Sea in the last years of the simulation (Figure S7): On the one hand, the 
salinity in the northern Labrador Sea is impacted by variability of the salinity in the East Greenland Cur-
rent (EGC), in particular its coastal branch (EGCC), which is transferred offshore to the shelf break as its 
rounds Cape Farewell (Gou et al., 2021) and into the West Greenland Current (WGC), to then be carried by 
Irminger Rings into the interior (Figures S7b and S8a). The annual mean upper ocean (0–200 m) salinity 
of the EGC and WGC feature pronounced interannual variability, which mostly originates from the Arctic 
Ocean (Sutherland et al., 2009), but is increasingly locally influenced by Greenland meltwater. The latter is 
visible here, for example, by negative peaks in the time series of simulated salinity in 2008–2012 that coin-
cide with largest glacial freshwater input (compare Figure S7b with Figure S9). On the other hand, the salin-
ity in the central to northern Labrador Sea is impacted by signals transmitted through the Irminger Current 
(IC) passing Cape Farewell (Figure S7c and S8b). The IC features only little variability in the annual mean 
upper ocean (0–200 m) salinity, except for the last years of the simulation after 2015, when salinity drops to 
an unprecedented low. We can trace this characteristic drop back upstream the IC and across the Reykjanes 
Ridge into the eastern North Atlantic at a timescale of a few years. Hence, there has been a two-fold fresh-
ening of the north-western Labrador Sea after 2005: A freshening originating from the WGC and EGC with 
maximum Greenland melting contribution in 2008–2012, combined with a freshening after 2015 related to 
the arrival of the eastern North Atlantic fresh anomaly. This stabilized the water column and inhibited deep 
convection in the northern to central Labrador Sea.

A proper quantification of the effect of the recent eastern North Atlantic freshening event and other chang-
es in the freshwater budget versus the effect of Greenland melting on upper ocean salinity trends in the 
potential deep convection region and the resulting shift in the deep convection pattern is beyond the scope 
of this study and subject to ongoing analysis.

4.3. Implications for Larger-Scale Ocean Circulation and Climate

To address potential implications of the recent changes in the spatial deep convection pattern for the larg-
er-scale ocean circulation and climate, we analyzed the contributions of the primary and secondary deep 
convection regions to the total annual deep convection volume in the SPG (section 3.2), which represents an 
estimate for the upper bound of annual deep water formation via deep convection. We intentionally did not 
use a more complex definition of deep water formation (e.g., Courtois et al., 2020), since such definitions 
include other dependencies in addition to deep convection (such as lateral and vertical exchange through 
the mixed layer base) that need to be disentangled in future studies. We also did not explicitly consider a 
specific density range for deep water formation. However, the annual total deep convection volume in the 
SPG populates a relatively confined density range centered around core densities that vary from year to year 
but are always larger than σ0 = 27.75 kg m−3, in the Labrador as well as the Irminger Sea (very similar to 
the March mixed layer densities averaged over the actual deep convection region shown in Figure 5a). Even 
when accounting for the above-mentioned offset in the simulated densities compared to the observed ones, 
the simulated core densities fall well into the observed LSW density range of σ0 = 27.68–27.80 kg m−3 (e.g., 
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Rhein et al., 2002; Rhein et al., 2017). We conclude that in our simulations deep convection in the Labrador 
Sea as well as the Irminger Sea contribute to LSW formation. Our estimates for the maximum annual LSW 
formation rates based on the annual deep convection volume can be found at the upper bound of previ-
ous estimates for LSW formation based on surface flux timeseries, CFC inventories, hydrographic sections, 
or output from other numerical model simulations (see for example Garcia-Quintana et al., 2019; Haine 
et al., 2008, and references therein).

More dedicated studies are required to investigate how much of the deep convection volume is eventually 
re-entrained into the mixed layer in the following winter and how much actually remains in the deep ocean 
and finally gets exported to become part of the lower limb of the AMOC, which may be different for the 
primary and secondary deep convection regions and/or different LSW density classes. This last point is 
crucial for the understanding of potential larger-scale dynamical impacts of variability in the spatial deep 
convection pattern. It gains particular relevance in the light of recent publications based on results from 
the OSNAP program (Lozier et al., 2017) that challenge the classical view of a straight-forward connection 
between deep convection and associated deep water formation variability in the western subpolar North At-
lantic and AMOC strength, and instead point to a much more complex relation largely involving the eastern 
regions of the subpolar North Atlantic (e.g., Lozier et al., 2019; Menary et al., 2020).

5. Conclusions
In this study we employed hindcast simulations (1958–2019) with a realistic eddy-rich ocean model to as-
sess how often and to what spatial extent deep convection and associated deep water formation in the sub-
polar North Atlantic occurs outside the primary deep convection region in the central Labrador Sea, that is, 
in the secondary deep convection regions south of Cape Farewell and in the Irminger Sea. In particular, we 
put recent observations, indicating that convection intensified over the whole SPG in 2015–2018, into the 
context of the temporal evolution of the spatial deep convection pattern in the SPG since the mid-twentieth 
century.

Our study reveals a large temporal variability in the spatial pattern of annual maximum mixed layer depth 
(MLDa) and inferred deep convection metrics in the subpolar North Atlantic. In particular, the model simu-
lations feature reoccurred regionally confined deep convection events with MLDa > 1000 m in the second-
ary deep convection regions. Occasionally, those deep convection events reach a larger spatial extent and 
potentially allow for deep water formation at a non-negligible rate and in a density range comparable to that 
of the primary deep convection region, such as in the mid 2010s. Notably, and in contrast to a previous the-
ory, this only happened to a lesser degree (with considerably smaller Irminger Sea contribution) in the late 
1980s to early 1990s, the period with highest reported deep convection intensity in the Labrador Sea related 
to particularly strong NAO forcing. This stresses the point that the intensity of deep convection in the sec-
ondary deep convection regions may be partially de-coupled from deep convection intensity in the primary 
deep convection region and does not follow a simple function of the large-scale atmospheric forcing.

Our study further suggests that the spatial deep convection pattern in 2015–2018 is unprecedented in that 
the relative contribution of the secondary and primary deep convection regions to the total deep convection 
volume (DCVa) in the subpolar North Atlantic has not been as large and small, respectively, since 1958. In 
the early 1980s deep convection intensity in the Irminger Sea and south of Cape Farewell reached compa-
rable magnitudes, but deep convection intensity in the Labrador Sea was higher, so that the relative DCVa 
contribution of the secondary deep convection regions was lower.

Analyses of the temporal evolution of upper ocean salinity in the different sub-regions of the potential 
deep convection region and the wider North Atantic point at a relationship between the anomalous spatial 
deep convection pattern in 2015–2018 and near-surface freshening trends in the Labrador Sea since the 
mid 1990s potentially related to both, enhanced meltwater runoff from Greenland as well as the arrival of 
the extreme fresh anomaly of the eastern North Atlantic during 2012–2016. Accompanied by a temporary 
salinity increase between 2011 and 2016 in the potential deep convection region of the eastern SPG and 
an enhanced cooling in the eastern SPG compared to the western SPG, these salinity changes resulted in a 
considerably smaller north-westward extent of deep convection in the Labrador Sea and an enlarged deep 
convection area in the Irminger Sea compared to previous periods of intensified deep convection.
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A detailed comparison with ARGO observations for the period 2000–2019 provides confidence that our 
simulations represent the main characteristics of deep convection in the subpolar North Atlantic in terms 
of depth, spatial pattern, and timing to a satisfactory degree; and the simulated changes in the upper ocean 
thermohaline properties are in line with the findings of recent observation-based studies. However, limited 
data coverage does not allow for any conclusive quantitative analysis of changes in the spatial extent of deep 
convection and the relative contributions of the individual basins to the total deep convection volume in the 
subpolar North Atlantic.

Finally, our study motivates the following questions: (1) What is the potential for future occurrences of the 
2015–2018 deep convection pattern with increased relative importance of the secondary deep convection 
regions (in particular considering the suggested stronger effect of continuing Greenland melting on the pri-
mary deep convection region)? (2) Are there processes that generally connect or disconnect deep convection 
intensity in the primary and secondary deep convection regions? (3) What impact do deep convection and 
associated deep water formation (changes) in the secondary vs. primary deep convection regions have on 
the AMOC strength (and how do AMOC changes in turn impact the deep convection pattern)? These ques-
tions need to be investigated by means of a larger observational data base combining ARGO, moored, and 
ship-born data, also in form of data assimilation methods; extensive inter-model comparisons at (at least) 
eddy-rich resolution; as well as dedicated process and sensitivity studies.

Data Availability Statement
For reproducibility of the main results in this study, all (processed) model data and scripts needed for Fig-
ures 1–7 are made available using the GEOMAR data management platform under the following publicly 
available unique identifier: hdl:20.500.12085/adeda524-2145-4daa-9c09-50baf5592e9a. The employed Argo 
mixed layer database and climatology is freely distributed and annually updated by the University of Cali-
fornia San Diego (updated version from Holte et al., 2017, http://mixedlayer.ucsd.edu/, last access: 25 No-
vember 2020). The station-based NAO index was re-calculated using sea level pressure data for Gibraltar and 
Iceland and expressed as anomalies from the 1901–2000 mean, as provided and described by the Climatic 
Research Unit of the University of East Anglia (updated version from Jones et al. (1997), https://crudata.uea.
ac.uk/cru/data/nao/index.htm, last access: 17 December 2020). Global Ocean Gridded sea surface heights 
and derived variables were made available by E.U. Copernicus Marine Service (CMEMS, product_iden-
tifier: SEALEVEL_GLO_PHY_L4_REP_OBSERVATIONS_008_047, https://resources.marine.copernicus.
eu/?option=com_csw&product_id=SEALEVEL_GLO_PHY_L4_REP_OBSERVATIONS_008_047&view=-
details, last access: 15 January 2018).
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